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The methodology presented in this paper produces a circular economy jobs (CE jobs)

measure. Using jobs as a proxy indicator, these measure gives cities a robust number to

indicate progress toward the circular economy and is designed to serve as a first step

in developing a circular economy strategy. The CE jobs measure tracks the inputs and

outputs of goods in a city’s “boundaries” through the material import dependency of

the city’s economic sectors. At the same time, tracking and assessing the circularity of

the local jobs in these economic sectors will also provide city leaders with an indication

of which sectors circularity is happening and could potentially happen. This paper also

concludes that the process of coming to the CE jobs has two parts, the first more relevant

to the local government and the second better influenced by the national government.

Both need to come together for a truly circular local economy to happen.

Keywords: circular economy, IO tables, MID, RME, cities

1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing awareness of the socio-economic and environmental shortcomings of our existing
economic model sparked renewed interest in the circular economy model. The International
Resource Panel (Fischer-Kowalski et al., 2011) has been actively promoting, for almost a decade
now, the urgency of closing materials loops. Their work puts an emphasis on the concept of
“decoupling,” describing that economic growth should occur without an increase in environmental
harm, both in terms of resource depletion and pollution (Swilling et al., 2013).

Circular economy is a way to transform the current economic model toward a sustainable
future, decoupling natural resource use and environmental impacts from economic activity UNEP
(2020). The transition toward a circular economy can create business and economic opportunities
by introducing new design strategies, production processes, and business models (Webster, 2017).
Simultaneously, workers’ rights need to be safeguarded and the workforce needs to be skilled and
reskilled to get the most out of this transition (Circle Economy, 2020).

Measuring the transition to a circular economy is, however, still a work in progress. Countries
and regions around the globe have started by monitoring their raw-material import dependency.
For example, the EU is tracking self-sufficiency in raw materials (among other indicators) as part
of their monitoring framework toward a circular economy (EC, 2020a,b).

Since an overwhelming majority of this economic growth and overall material consumption
is happening in cities, it is no surprise that cities have also started to work on their own circular
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economy strategies (see, for example, LWARB, 2017; Ma.Paris,
2017). Their actions, as centers of political and economic activity,
are expected to have a significant impact on the global Circular
Economy transition. It is, however, particularly challenging
for cities to quantify their circular economy transition. Their
boundaries are not as defined, and, thus, the movement of goods
and people are not closely monitored.

1.1. Aim of This Paper
This paper builds on the work of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and Circle Economy (CE),
two organizations that have been working to advance circularity
in cities around the world by making it more measurable and
actionable. It presents a methodology that uses employment as an
indicator toward a circular economy,merging two approaches—a
method produced byUNEP that is founded on urbanmetabolism
and a second method developed by Circle Economy method is
founded on IO Analysis and a framework for circular economy
activities based on a literature review.

By implementing an environmentally extended Input-Output
analysis at a city level, CE and UNEP aim to:

1. Consider the strategic and practical application of circular
economy at city level using what CE defines as “key elements
of a circular economy.”

2. Illustrate how cities contribute to overall global raw
material consumption reduction by quantifying the material
import dependencies (MID) through the use of raw
material equivalents.

3. Combine these two approaches to come up with a CE jobs
measure that will serve as a globally replicable first step to
developing a circular economy plan at city level.

This methodology is illustrated in two different cities. The first
is a city from the Global North, center of the European Union,
and capital of Belgium: Brussels. The second is a coastal city from
the Global South, capital of the province of Pernambuco, and
the fourth-largest agglomeration in Brazil: Recife. The results are
then presented, followed by the opportunities on future areas of
work, particularly on data and the informal sector.

Yalçn and Foxon (2021) propose the following policy
recommendations for the transition to a Circular Economy:
“(a) being pragmatic in establishing plans, (b) quantifying and
qualifying contribution of CE at the local level, (c) focusing
on understanding and managing resource flows, (d) prioritizing
sectors with a higher potential of minimizing environmental
impacts and with the bigger opportunity to trigger economic
efficiency, (e) facilitating city level collaborations with major
urban stakeholders, (f) creating support schemes for businesses,
(g) creating an approach that is more inclusive to citizen and
community, and (h) support for changing consumer behaviors.”
The presented research on this paper aims to contribute to the
realization of these recommendations that accurately describe the
goals set by both contributing organizations.

1.2. Scope and Limitations of This Paper
The method described below certainly entails a number of
limitations. It does not address the challenge of defining

administrative boundaries, nor does it put a framework on the
meaning of “local jobs.” Both remain political decisions rather
than a part of this methodology. The method also does not touch
upon the informal economy, among other topics seen as areas for
future work.

Limitations in data use also need to be acknowledged, as we
had to balance replicability and accuracy.

Bottom-up data would be a more accurate and reliable source,
but this is not possible for cities all over the world. To facilitate
replicability, national Input-Output tables were used, as these
are present in most national accounting systems. Data from the
national level was then downscaled to get a snapshot of the local
economy. The downscaling process introduces some uncertainty
into the computations. By downscaling national-level data, we
assume: (1) sectors interact in direct proportion to the volume
of employment and (2) the same import shares which may not
always be the case.

The downscaling process if performed by aligning the national
IO tables to local employment data. A full reconstruction of city-
level IO tables is outside the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, for
a deeper analysis of intercity economic interactions, such tables
would be necessary. Such an analysis could foster interesting
results in the domain of city level circularity, as one could
understand circularity at a regional level.

We used national level material import dependency (MID) to
compute the circularity of each economic sector, and this also
sacrificed accuracy. Downscaled tables also reflect national-level
import dependencies rather than city-level import dependencies.
This introduces a bias toward large countries, which inevitably
have smaller import dependencies. MID describes the share of
imported materials rather than absolute material consumption,
not taking into account other external environmental impacts.
For example, countries with a large production of non-renewable
energy would have a low import dependency vis a vis carbon-
intense industries. By using environmentally extended multi-
regional input-output tables (EE-MRIO), as is the case of
EORA, we can extend this analysis to take into account
other environmental impacts of economic sectors. Future
research in this direction should consider the implementation
of other environmental indicators for the definition of a
circular economy1.

It is also important to stress that the resulting “circular
economy jobs measure” in this exercise is not recommended as
a benchmarking tool, and should be looked at with the context
of the city being analyzed in mind. It is undoubtedly possible to
use it to benchmark against cities of the same type and size, but
it has little meaning to use as a comparison for cities as different
as Brussels and Recife, which are used, in this paper, to illustrate
the methodology.

The selection of the cities aims to ensure that the presented
method is applicable to a diverse context. For the selection of
cities, it was important for the research team to include a global
south city in order to address the existing data-bias toward large

1When computing the national MID, we obtained a 0 result for multiple sectors in

both analyzed countries. Whether this is a consequence of missing data, incorrect

data, or if the MID actually equals 0 is unclear.
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global north cities (Creutzig et al., 2019). Both cities present also
a very different economic profile and exist on a very different
national context. The country in which both cities exist has a
direct impact on the results, because of the computes material
import dependency (MID). The presented examples are from:
(a) a net-importer country (Belgium) and (b) a net-exporter one
(Brazil). This is extremely relevant because of the given local-
national relationship. Although it is impossible to cover the full
spectrum of cities with only two examples, this selection points
toward the need to address the individuality of urban-systems
and the need to develop specific policies and tools able to address
the individuality of cities. The team is currently working on
expanding the analysis to a larger city sample in order to compute
a larger spectrum of cities and their economic profiles.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Emerging Definitions of the Circular
Economy
The circular economy is a system that is restorative and
regenerative by design, by introducing new design strategies,
production processes and business models (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2015). It provides an alternative to the current
linear take-make-waste economy. It finds its origins in urban
metabolism (UM), which is committed to mapping resource
consumption, asset accumulation and waste emissions in cities
(Pincetl et al., 2012); industrial ecology, which embraces a
systemic approach to cycling materials and energy (Saavedra
et al., 2018); cradle to cradle, where product design is the central
challenge toward high value cycling of materials (McDonough,
2003); and finally the performance economy, which decouples
the relationship between product use and ownership (Stahel,
2010). While the concept is not new, its application in the
past has been primarily at the global and national scale. Local
level application of Circular Economy occurred primarily in
the informal sector and waste management (Vanhuyse et al.,
2021). Possible applications at the city level are gaining ground
only recently.

A shift from linear to circular economy is necessary
if we aim to achieve the environmental goals set by the
international community, currently available literature on the
topic systematically points out to the same conclusion. The linear
economic model not only continues to bring about irreparable
damage to our environment, but also aggravates socio-economic
inequalities. Whereas the literature on the circular economy
mostly emphasizes the minimization of waste and environmental
impacts on the one hand, and the related potential business
opportunities (Ghisellini et al., 2016) on the other, an increasing
amount of studies argues that the circular economy can have
multiple benefits on society and the labor market (for example,
(Wijkman and Skaynberg, 2015; Webster, 2017). The previous
collaboration between Brussels, UNEP, the World Council on
City Data, and Ecocity Builders (UNEP, 2019) highlighted the
need to ensure that these socio-economic inequalities are not
mirrored in the circular economy transition. Notwithstanding its
potential benefits, workers rights need to be safeguarded and the

workforce needs to be skilled and reskilled to get the most out of
this transition (Circle Economy, 2020).

Thus, the impact of the transition toward the circular
economy on the labor market needs to be measured and
linked to the associated resource impacts, to develop an
understanding of both the environmental and societal impacts of
the circular economy.

2.2. Existing Metrics for the Circular
Economy
Several institutions worldwide have started developing methods
to measure the transition toward a circular economy.

The European Union has developed a monitoring framework
for the circular economy which includes a list of 10 indicator
sets to “capture the main elements of a circular economy” (EC,
2020a) These indicator groups are production and consumption
indicators (such as EU self-sufficiency for raw materials), waste
management indicators, and competitiveness and innovation
indicators (which include “private investment, jobs and gross
value added related to circular economy sectors,” and specifically
persons employed in these sectors).

The indicator framework being developed by the OECD is
meant to evaluate the circular economy strategies in cities and
regions. Their proposed indicators include both environmental
and economic measures. The Stockholm Environment Institute
is currently drafting its urban circularity assessment framework
(SEI, 2020), while the Platform for Accelerating the Circular
Economy (PACE) has convened key stakeholders, and works to
harmonize approaches to measuring the progress and impacts of
a circular economy transition (PACE, 2021). The United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), Ecocity Builders, and the
World Council on City Data (WCCD) worked with Brussels
Environment to develop a framework to improve monitoring of
the city-region’s circular economy plan (UNEP, 2019).

2.3. Toward Shared Definitions and Metrics
There is consensus among experts that harmonization of tools
andmeasures are critical to an effective and just circular economy
transition. The OECD’s indicator framework is targeted, for
example, at a more coherent application of circularity among
its member countries. There is also a shared understanding that
alignment, through platforms like PACE, may bring about better
results. Yet, in spite of ongoing efforts, there remains a clear gap
in measuring overall circularity at city level.

There is global demand for the adoption of appropriate
tools to measure and monitor the transitions toward Circular
Economy (Jacobi et al., 2018; Kalmykova et al., 2018; Arruda
et al., 2021;Martinho, 2021; Papageorgiou et al., 2021). This paper
aims to be a contribution toward the definition and adoption
of monitoring measures at a local level. Vanhuyse et al. (2021)
argue that the current discussion of Circular Cities has a limited
focus on informal sector in low and middle income countries
and on governance issues related to waste management.With this
paper, we aim to contra balance this bias on the existing body of
literature by adding the quantification of Circular Economy Jobs
at a local level. Any holistic framework for Circular Economy
needs to integrate sustainability, resilient, as well as social issues
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(Suárez-Eiroa et al., 2021). A focus on consumption patters, as
well as citizen inclusion in the current CE discourse is still a gap in
current research (Schggl et al., 2020). By including a component
describing local jobs attached to Circular Economy activities, we
are able to integrate an important social issue.

The second component addressed, in this paper, is on
material consumption of specific sectors, moving the end-of-pipe
discussion toward overall material consumption, and specifically
material import. End-of-pipe solutions for local actions are only
“short sight options” and not likely to translate into “a sustainable
trend” (Santagata et al., 2020). Jacobi et al. (2018) also support
this idea on their research, favoring a shift of focus from end
of life recycling strategies toward a more integrated approach.
The presented analysis showcase an integration of material
consumption and a social component, described via available
local circular-jobs.

This paper presents a methodology that describes the
circularity of all economic sectors in a city and tracks the
number of workers engaged in the circular economy. The
proposed method measures employment related to the circular
economy by applying the concept of the “key elements of the
circular economy” (described below), as well as raw material
consumption. As such, the method considers both the circularity
of activities and material use by sectors.

The end result, a “circular economy job measure,” is an entry
point to articulating circular economy pathways, which can help
city leaders make the case for a circular economy.

3. METHOD

As mentioned in the introduction, there are two complementary
frameworks that shape the method presented in this paper:
(1) employment related to the circular economy (we use the
shorthand “circular jobs” in this paper) are defined by means
of the “key elements of the circular economy,” which we shall
elaborate on below; (2) circularity of the economic sectors
is measured through material use. The first provides insight
in the intent of implementing circular economy strategies,
while the second provides insight into the impact of these
activities on overall material consumption and consequently on
the environment. This section elaborates on these conceptual
foundations of the methodology.

3.1. Collection of Data
The city of Recife, with an estimated population of 1.6 million
and an employment rate of 43.9% is2 the capital city of the
Brazilian state of Pernambuco. It is also the heart of the fourth-
largest urban agglomeration in Brazil and serves a metropolitan
population of about 4 million, many of whom work in the city. A
network of rivers largely defines Recife’s urban form.

Brussels in this report refers to the Brussels Capital Region
(BCR), a metropolitan area that includes 19 municipalities3,
including the City of Brussels, which is the capital of Belgium.
The BCR, when compared to Recife, is smaller in terms of land

2https://cidades.ibge.gov.br/brasil/pe/recife/panorama
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brussels#Municipalities

area and population. But beyond the over 1 million population
of the BCR, the metropolitan area also serves the wider urban
area extending toward Ghent, Antwerp, Leuven, and Walloon
Brabant, which is home to over 5 million people. BCR has an
unemployment rate of 17.8%4.

The choice of Recife and Brussels to demonstrate the
combined methodology emerged from various discussions and a
list of criteria co-developed between UNEP and Circle Economy.
We wanted to work with:

1. one city in the global north and another in the global south.
2. cities in our existing pool of cities—those with whom we

had a familiarity in terms of the data availability and
data management framework. Both Recife and Brussels had
the appropriate data “ecosystem” favorable for this type of
analysis. UNEP worked with both cities in previous occasions
on resource flows and urban metabolism. Circle Economy
also worked with Belgium (including Brussels) on circular
economy jobs.

3. cities where we have a good understanding of the local
context5 and where there is a local partner willing to help if
necessary.

Data for this exercise came from the following sources:

• National monetary IO Tables were sourced from EORA, as
were the environmental extensions that were used to create the
Material Import Dependencies.

• Employment data was sourced from local partners. In the case
of Brussels, we sourced the data from Graydon; in the case of
Recife we sourced the data from the national statistical office.

3.2. Classifying Circular Activities
In an effort to develop a common understanding of the circular
economy, the Circle Economy research team continuously
consolidates expert knowledge and literature about the
characteristics activities of a circular economy, resulting in
the Key Elements Framework (see Table 1).

The Key Elements framework is a conceptual framework of
eight elements of circularity that can be applied at different
intervention levels (for example, national, regional, city sector,
business, product, process, ormaterial) toward defining a strategy
to transition to a circular economy.

The KE framework consists of three core elements and
five enabling elements. Core elements deal with physical
flows directly, whilst enabling elements deal with creating the
conditions or removing barriers, for a circular transition6.

The core elements serve to narrow (more efficient use of
resources), slow (multiple use of resources), close (use of wasted
resources), or regenerate (use of reusable resources) material
loops (Bocken and Short, 2016). The enabling elements, then,

4All data retrieved from http://bisa.brussels/bestanden/publicaties/bru19/bisa_kc_

Brussel.pdf.
5The case studies done by UNEP on these two cities are available at: https://

resourceefficientcities.org/cities/.
6https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/the-key-elements-of-the-circular-

economy-framework
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TABLE 1 | Core and enabling elements of the circular economy.

Core elements of the CE Enabling elements of the

CE

Prioritise regenerative

resources

Design for the future

Preserve and extend what’s

already made

Rethink the business model

Use waste as a resource Incorporate digital

technology

Collaborate for joint value

creation

Strengthen and Advance

Knowledge

Source: https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/the-key-elements-of-the-circular-

economy-framework.

serve to overcome barriers to mainstream, scale up and accelerate
core elements.

The Key Elements identify the majority of terms linked to
the circular economy, covering the activities, strategies, and
interventions used to promote greater levels of circularity. They
do not include impact areas, such as clean air or resource use.

The KE are summarized on Table 2 below.
The KE Framework serves as the basis to classify sectors

according to core or enabling circular strategies. Sectors that
are neither core nor enabling are classified as indirectly
circular sectors. For a full export of sector classifications (see,
Annex I 8.1). We also take the material use of sectors into
account in this analysis, as described in the next section. With
this new classification, and lens on material use of sectors,
we reorganize economic input output tables and study the
interaction between core, enabling and indirect sectors.

3.3. Measuring Circularity via Material Use
in Local Economies
The second framework in this paper looks at quantifying
circularity of material use. Given the challenge of doing this
quantification, most cities that have attempted to measure
circularity have turned to urban metabolism approaches, mainly
through methodologies that have been developed and applied
in academia.

One of themost used approaches is to undertake an Economy-
Wide Material Flow Analysis (EW-MFA). This type of analysis
looks at the entire economy of a city-system and attempts to
quantify all material flows within the system. One of the earliest
urban EW-MFA studies was done in Brussels and published in
1977 byDuvigneaud (1977). It quantified energy, various physical
material inputs, and local extraction, as well as emissions, exports,
and other outflows to account for all material flows within
this system. These studies were often visualized in the form of
Sankey diagrams7. The use of Physical Input-Output tables for
the description of material flows within urban systems has also
been applied by the academic body (see Liang and Zhang, 2011;
Zhang et al., 2014). However, due to its large scope, this is also
often the most time-consuming methodology, and it is directly
bound to the amount and quality of the data available.

Another approach would entail focusing on a specific group
of materials or a single flow and to undertake a Substance Flow
Analysis (SFA). Examples of this work could be a city-wide water
metabolism study or an analysis of the phosphorus cycle through
an urban-system. A counterpart to the SFA method is the more
classical Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) approach, which focuses on
one specific process in detail, for example, the flow description of
nickel-cadmium batteries. This approach is often most useful for
industry and product LCA.

Data collection is by far the most challenging aspect of
UM. On an urban level, resources flow much more freely than
on a national scale. The actors involved in monitoring this
information can also be difficult to identify– if a monitoring
scheme exists at all– and information is often scattered. In many
cases, data has to be collected at the local government level,
retrieved from private repositories of academic institutions, or
expensive “gray-box-data” from the private sector.

The work of UNEP acknowledges that many medium-sized
cities in the global south face a systematic problem with data
collection and consequently in the adoption of urbanmetabolism
approaches. This is, however, where circular economy needs to
happen. We know that urban agglomerations with the highest
population growth rate are medium and small cities often with
a population lower than 1 million (UN, 2015).

UNEP has addressed this lack of data by developing a model
that, in the absence of measured-data, would give city leaders
a robust estimate as a starting point in understanding their
material flows. This model, called the Spatial Microsimulation
Urban Metabolism (SMUM8) tool, combines two powerful

7A Sankey diagram is a flow diagram showing the different resource flows using

arrows, whose widths are proportional to the size/rate of the flows.
8smum.rtfd.io
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TABLE 2 | Key elements of the circular economy.

KEY ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

1. prioritize regenerative resources

Renewable, reusable, non-toxic resources in

water, material and energy cycles are

considered above non-regenerative resources,

with corresponding processes to support

regeneration.

Focuses on ensuring renewable, reusable, non-toxic resources that are used in the most efficient way possible

especially in fields where resources are transformed or consumed during the process. This includes, regenerative

water management or the reuse of rainwater and wastewater where possible. It also refers to regenerative material

management or the use of bio-based, reusable, non-toxic and non-critical materials. Regenerative energy

management is also considered here covering energy generated from renewable resources substantially reducing

overall energy use.

2. Preserve and extend what’s already

made Resources and products are

maintained, repaired and upgraded to

maximize their lifetime and usage intensity.

maximizing the lifetime of products and resources by means of maintaining, repairing and upgrading them and

giving them a second life through take-back strategies when applicable. Old goods can be refurbished and parts

of them used as a basis for new goods where possible. Furthermore, goods can be reused or shared between

users to make them accessible to more people, either by facilitating peer-to-peer sharing or by making products

available on a service basis

3. Use waste as a resource Where waste

creation is not avoidable, recover it for

recycling, using waste streams as a source of

secondary resources.

When waste cannot be avoided, it should be recovered and processed to be used as inputs into production

processes. An organisation can cooperate with other organizations to set up better recycling capacities, as seen

in industrial eco-parks, or source secondary resources as inputs into their own production processes via

secondary markets or cooperation. Recycling is best practiced in a closed loop but cross-industry open-loop

recycling as an alternative to delay/avoid waste.

4. Design for the future Design products to

facilitate repairing, reusing, or disassembling

them.

The design of a product affects the possibility for the recovery of materials and longevity of products. Designing for

the future entails a systemic approach that rewards lower resource use over time. Product design is most

important in manufacturing, but systems in other sectors, e.g. agriculture, are also designed with a focus on

short-term efficiency. Designing is also vital for encouraging the adoption of more circular techniques and materials

within construction. For example, designing buildings for renovation and disassembly rather than demolition

enables materials to be captured and reused in other construction projects.

5. Rethink the business model Shift

business models to price the entire life-cycle of

products and capitalize on cooperation and

long-term relationships.

Changing the value proposition of the product entails moving toward new business models which provide services

and generate profit over the entire lifetime of a product. Circular business models promote a systematic, holistic

view of business through the renting of goods, the servitisation of products, or repair services. Changing the value

proposition for people includes long-term collaborations between workers and suppliers. In a circular economy,

labor is seen as a resource whose value must be preserved and nurtured.

6. Incorporate digital technology Employ

digital technologies to facilitate connecting

actors and keeping track of resources.

Supply chains that are no longer linear require mutual knowledge of resource stocks and needs among their

members, which can be facilitated by digital marketplaces for waste materials or material exchanges. Such

marketplaces can also connect peers to create a platform for sharing, such as material libraries, or for

product-as-a-service models that rely on short-term rental. Finally, collection and exchange of big data through

digital equipment and Internet-of-Things (IoT) approaches can help to identify and fix inefficient production steps.

7. Collaborate for joint value creation Work

together with actors to implement circular

economy strategies on the systems level.

Structural collaboration amongst actors is required to widely implement core circular economy strategies in order

to overcome competitive pressure and initial investment costs. SMEs can particularly benefit from geographic

clustering and sharing logistics as they lack capital and weight to set up circular operations on their own; such

clusters can also be important to build local industry and infrastructure. Currently, widespread cooperation is

hindered by business models that fail to account for collaboration, but also by legal barriers designed to prevent

collusion.

8. Strengthen and Advance Knowledge Lack of knowledge, poor knowledge management and the absence of coherent systems for defining and

researching circular economy are barriers to successful implementation of the circular economy in different

contexts and with different stakeholders. Increasing the knowledge level of circular concepts can be achieved in a

number of ways, including research and development and knowledge management, which then feed into

education, workplace training and wider communications to the general public.

Source: https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/the-key-elements-of-the-circular-economy-framework.

approaches for the simulation of resource flows within cities:
spatial microsimulation (SM) and urban metabolism (UM).

The SMUM tool creates a representative “synthetic”
population that provides insights on individual groups in the
population, broken down for instance by income, education,
age, or household size (Munõz, 2018). UNEP then constructs
local level decarbonization and decoupling scenarios using
the synthetic population. Through this modeling tool, the city
can have a snapshot of how geographic/social clusters of the
population may be affected in any economic transition, thus,
helping in city-planning.

The methodology used in this paper is essentially a simplified
version of the EW-MFA. It still tries to capture resource use but

instead of using sankey diagrams, detailing the flow of resources
in and out of the city, it uses Input-Output tables fed by proxy
local data.

3.4. Joint Methodology
The decision to combine the two approaches resulted from
various discussions between UNEP and Circle Economy. These
conversations and analytical reviews revealed that the circular
economy approach was helpful for city practitioners in planning
their circular economy strategy, but did not really make a strong,
quantifiable connection to global material use and its potential
environmental impacts. Conversely, the method proposed by
UNEP was most relevant to national governments seeking to
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capture the gains of a circular economy at the local level
to their overall environmental strategy, but it left the local
implementation open, and did not provide immediate local level
transition pathways. The proposed combined method does both.
It quantifies circular economy jobs at a single point in time and
at an aggregated level (by economic sector). This gives insight
into the current state and allows for the identification of relevant
economic sectors to further accelerate the transition toward a
circular economy.

The entire process can be summarized in Figure 1 below, and
then discussed in detail further below.

One of the premisses for the construction of this model
was that the required input data to feed the model should
be easily accessible for as many cities as possible in order to:
(a) leave no city behind (Acuto and Parnell, 2016) and (b)
break the cycle of systematic-bias of urban-science toward large
agglomeration of the global north (Creutzig et al., 2019). The
presented method requires only 3 datasets, two of them should
be available only at a national level. The third input data-
set is the hardest of all three to get. In order to downscale
the national-level IO table (input one) to the city level, we
require: (a) employment data at a national-level (input two)
and (b) similar constructed employment data at a city level.
By far, the most difficult input-data-set to get is the city-level
employment data. Working with many cities, we have identified
the national level micro dataset behind the national labor force
survey to be the most suitable dataset to extract this type
of information.

The model modifies the final demand vector, as estimates
for circular final demand. The output required by industry to
meet this circular final demand is calculated using the Leontief
Inverse, and is our proxy for circular output of the economy.
To determine circular activity per sector we take the proportion
of this circular output over the original economic output, and
we apply this proportion to the number of jobs in the sector to
determine the circular employment. Therefore: a circularity of
10% defines that 10 percent of all local jobs are circular.

This method is different to simply counting the number of
circular jobs according to whether they directly work in circular
sectors (for instance the number of jobs in maintenance and
repair) because it also counts the interdependency of that sector
in the context of the economy. For instance, the more sectors
the repair industry interacts with (supplies to and purchases
from) then the higher the proportion of output will be required
to meet a given level of demand. Furthermore, the more the
manufacturing industry, for example, interacts with the repair
industry then the model will result in a higher proportion of
circular jobs in that industry too.

The estimates for circular final demand per sector are
dependent on combining the two frameworks described above.
The sectors organizing the employment data and the IO table
are categorized into core, enabling, and indirectly according to
the Key Elements framework, and assumptions are applied per
each category. TheMID coefficient per sector is determined from
the national level Physical IO tables, and used in the estimation
of circular final demand of indirectly circular sectors—which are
typically the materially intensive sectors.

More detail about the assumptions to estimate circular final
demand can be found below.

A. GATHER AND PREPARE DATA

Here are the steps we took in order to gather data and proceed
with the calculation

We gathered the following data:

• Macro-economic data:

– National IO Tables: all national IO tables are retrieved from
EXIOBASE Tukker et al. (2009, 2011, 2013), Stadler et al.
(2014), Wood et al. (2014), Stadler (2018)9

– National Population
– Regional/City Population

• Employment data:

– National Employment data at granular sectors level (Labour
force survey)

– Regional/City Employment data at granular sectors level10

• Material data

– National RME data11

To facilitate replicability, we used both national level
employment data and demographic data from national
statistics agencies. We then used EORA12, a global database
estimating emissions and resource extractions by industry,
to populate our national level input-output tables. In the
case of Brazil and Belgium, the databases of the statistics
agencies were free, but this may not always be the case in
every country.

As a precursor to the calculation, all economic sectors are
classified into either core circular sectors, or enabling circular
sectors as per the previous section on the key elements of the
circular economy (see Appendix III for a full list of sector codes
with classifications).

We scale down our national datasets to regional scale using
the socioeconomic data as scaling factors. We use employment
data to scale down the IO table.

Employment coefficient of a sector

Ei = Ei,city ÷ Ei,national (1)

Population coefficient of a city

Pi = Pi,city ÷ Pi,national (2)

9Other available data sources include: WIOD Timmer (2012), EORA Lenzen et al.

(2012, 2013),Moran andWood (2014), Kanemoto et al. (2016),Moran et al. (2018);

and GTAP Aguiar et al. (2019).
10Data sets required for the projection of populations (population census or

registers) are available for 83 per-cent of the global population UN-DESA (2016)

including labor force participation.
11Regionally-benchmarked EU available data on RME, see (Liang and Zhang,

2011) and (EUROSTAT, 2014) can be used, in this paper we use satellite material

data from EORA.
12https://worldmrio.com
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FIGURE 1 | Process to calculate the circular jobs measure.

Standard IO Table

Interindustrial

Z = Zi,j (3)

For i=j=1 to n number of sectors represented in the national
IO table

Final Demand

Y = Yi (4)

For i=1 to n number of sectors represented in the national
IO table

Expanded IO Table

Z‘
= Zi,j × Ei (5)

Y ‘
= Yi × Ei (6)

B. CALCULATE MATERIAL IMPORT DEPENDENCY /

SECTOR

We proceed to estimate the circular final demand of all
the sectors.

This is a three-part calculation, one for each typology: core,
enabling, and indirect. Our model hypotheses that circularity
takes on a different form depending on the sector in question13.

13Note: Sectors must be at a level where they fit into one category. Otherwise,

estimates must be applied to generate n proxy sectors from 1 sector, each within

Array of CE coefficients

M = Mc +Me +Md−MID (7)

Mc (Core)
Me (Enabling)
Md (Indirect)

Core CE coefficients

Mc = 0 (8)

if Zi is a core sector

Enabling CE coefficients

Me =

∑

Yc,j ÷

∑

Mj (9)

if Zj is an eanabling sector

Indirect CE coefficients

Md =

(

∑

Mc,i +

∑

Me,i

)

÷

∑

Mi (10)

if Zi is an indirect sector

core or enabling or indirectly. This is problematic because the difference between

core and indirect might be at a low aggregation level, as is the case of renewable

energies. Assuming a uniform distribution among sectors for the allocation of

proxy sectors might indeed be a computational error. A possible solution for

the mitigation of this problem might be the use of existing distributions from a

subnational distribution from a similar city, or conducting surveys and bottom up

data gathering to make an informed estimate.
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(a) Circular activity in core circular sectors: all activity in
core sectors.

Core sectors are those that are agreed upon in the literature as
being key to the circular economy, and includes sectors such as
waste management, materials recovery, generation of renewable
energy, repair services, etc. The proposed method assumes that
all activities and output of these sectors are 100% circular.

(b) Circular activity in enabling circular sectors: the extent
to which enabling sector services are utilized by core
circular sectors.

Enabling sectors are those sectors that remove barriers for core
circular activities, and include sectors such as digital services and
design. The proposed method therefore calculates the proportion
of circular activity within an enabling sector as the proportion
of enabling sector services that are utilization by the core sectors
over the total utilisation of these services by other sectors.

(d) Circular activity in indirectly circular sectors: the extent to
which indirectly sectors utilise core sector services, and the
materials are not imported (i.e., with the material multiplier
described above applied to the sector in question.)

Indirectly circular sectors are all other sectors that do not
play a direct role in furthering the transition to the circular
economy, yet can adopt circular practices, such as the agriculture
and manufacturing sectors. The proposed method, therefore,
calculates the proportion of circular activity within an indirectly
circular sector by deriving the total core circular services.

(f) Linear activity in all sectors: all activity in sectors that promote
a linear economy.

Linear activities refer to activities like mining, oil extraction, and
other High CO2 Emitting sectors.

C. REBALANCE ECONOMY

Material Import Dependency

MID = 1− RMEimp ÷
(

RMEcba + RMEexp
)

(11)

RMEimp Imported Raw Material Equivalent
RMEcba Domestic Consumption RME
RMEexp Exported Raw Material Equivalent

In this step, we use our Circular Final Demand vector and the
original interindusrial matrix, and apply the Leontief Inverse
to obtain the “Circular” output required by industry to meet
Circular Final Demand. This circular output vector is divided
by the original output vector to obtain a proportion of circular
output in the sector.

In this step, we integrate the material multiplier with the
indirect activity one and converted to a single multiplier to
indicate circularity per sector (see Equation 12).

With help of the Leontif inverse matrix (see Equation 14), we
estimate the share of circular economy jobs per economic sector
(see Equation 16).

Indirect CE coefficient by MID

Md−MID = Md ×MID (12)

Amatrix (coefficients)

A = Z ×

(

1÷
(

∑

Z + Y
))

(13)

Calculate the Leontief L

L = (I − A)−1 (14)

Get dx final demand vector

dx = L · (Y ×M) (15)

Final Circular Coefficient

Ymp = dx÷
(

∑

Z + Y
)

(16)

The resultant vector described above is in the range of 0 to 1 and
is applied to raw data on employment per sector in the city. The
resultant number of jobs is considered the circular jobs in the city,
and can be analyzed by sector, by key element, or in aggregate for
the region. The multiplier is applied as a simple multiplication to
the original employment numbers (see Equation 17).

Final CE Jobs Vector

Ece = Ymp × E (17)

3.5. Methodology Steps
Computation steps represented through IO tables. The first row
of Figure 2 show the original IO input tables for Belgium (used
for Brussels) and Brazil (used for Recife). By observing both IO
tables, we see that Brazil has a more diverse economy that the
one from Belgium. The second row, showing the MID values for
both countries, show a much higher import dependency for the
country of Belgium. Sectors: Maintenance and Repair, Wholesale
Trade and Retail Trade have the highest MID values in Brazil,
while in Belgium: Mining and Quarrying has the lowest MID.

The third row of the table of Figure 2 shows the
downscale/expanded city level IO table. This IO table represents
the city level economy. On these IO tables we see again that the
economy of Recife is more diverse than the one of Brussels.
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FIGURE 2 | Process to calculate the circular jobs measure.

4. CALIBRATION

One of the strongest arguments made against this method among
its developers what the downscaling process of data to city level.
The mayor issue with this downscaling process was that one of

the computation input data-set is not scalable to this level. This
fact creates a computational bias toward large countries with low

international material dependencies. This is the case of Brazil. In
the following pages, we present a simple comparison of results
by interchanging the “home” country-input-dataset (Brazil for
Recife and Belgium for Brussels).

This comparison is interesting because we can see how
national level context influences the city level performance.
When using the Brazil input data, both cities achieve a higher
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FIGURE 3 | Code output of variant BRA (left Recife @home; right Brussels).

FIGURE 4 | Code output of variant BEL (left Recife; right Brussels @home).

circularity measure (see Figures 3, 4), proving so, the existing
bias toward large economies. In theory, we could use the
quantification of this bias to calibrate the model. Nonetheless, in
this section we only present a simple comparison of the cities,
taking advantage that we only discuss the computation of two
individual cities (see conclusion for a word on future steps and on
how we aim to use this comparison method for future research).

On the other hand, if we contextualize both cities on a small,
high income, net-importer country, both cities have a lower
circularity measure. This indicated, to an extent, that it is harder
to become “national-level” circular if the city is located within the
boundaries of such a country. As part of our future research, we
aim to define circularity at the subregional level. Following this
argument, it might be easier for cities to achieve circularity at a
subnational level (outside the scope of this research).

In this paper, we opt to analyse each city on its own context,
acknowledging this bias, we do not recommend using this
method for a purely comparative analysis between cities. We
nonetheless see this section as a calibration step because it allows
us to interpret the numbers correctly. If we would to compare
only the home context of cities (9.96% for Recife and 8.44% for

TABLE 3 | Summary of relationships between national and local level.

BRA BEL

rec 9.96% 8.44%

bru 15.18% 8.51%

Brussels) we might conclude that Recife is a more circular city.
This might in fact be an error when comparing the both cities
under the same national context. The net difference between both
cities might (more research is needed to make this claim yet) in
fact be exactly the opposite, making Brussels the more circular
one (see Table 3).

5. RESULTS

5.1. Data Analysis
The results of the combined methodology reveal that the
percentage of circular economy jobs in Brussels and Recife are
8.51% and 9.96% respectively (Figure 5). A further analysis of
these results will show that these numbers serve not as a basis
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FIGURE 5 | Summary of results with % of circular economy jobs per city.

of comparison between two very different contexts such as that
of Recife and Brussels but rather as a starting point for the city
to improve. Through policy development and action, cities can
track their circular economy transition through this method.

Interpreting the numbers

Table 4 shows the aggregated number of circular jobs by
EORA activities for the city of Recife. Education, Health, and

Other Services is the economic activity with the highest number
of circular jobs in the city, with a total share of 27% of all
circular jobs. Together with the second-largest economic activity,
Financial Intermediation and Business Activities, the first two
EORA economic activities hold a share of 50% of circular jobs.
Both sectors hold a 47% share in the city of Brussels, but at an
inverse ranking, with Financial Intermediation and Business

Activities at the top position (see Table 5) This indicates that
should these sectors adopt circular strategies there will be a
prominent trickle through effect into other sectors that are
interdependent with them. The economy is, in a sense, centred
around these sectors, and they are well positioned to operate as
the driving force.

Retail Trade (16% rec, 9% bru) and Transport (5% rec, 7%
bru) are two sectors that are present in both cities, with still
a representative share. This indicates a potentially and relative
easy growth increase in circularity through these sectors. These
economic sectors are both important providers of local jobs
(176k jobs in Recife and 109k jobs in Brussels) and still with
a low circular share. This circular share can be increased, in
the Transport sector for example, by increasing the interaction
between the core circular sectors like waste management and
materials recovery and the transport sector—i.e., increasing the
redistribution of waste in the local economy.

Hotels and Restaurants (4% rec, 4% bru); Construction (4%
rec, 3% bru); and Wholesale Trade (5% rec, 5% bru) are on,
or below, the 5% mark of circular jobs. We interpret this as
sectors that are relevant for the local economy, and with a
high potential to become more circular. These sectors, for the
most part, are indirectly circular sectors that are also considered
through the lens of material import dependency. Low results here
preliminarily indicate two transition pathways—one to increase
the proportion of inputs from core circular industries (i.e., to
favor repair services, regenerative energy, or materials recovery
over the alternatives), and two to increase the proportion of
inputs from regional economies (i.e., to shorten supply chains).

Maintenance and Repair (3% rec, 3% bru) is an economic
sector that provides more local jobs in Recife (21k) than in
Brussels (11k), but in both cases have a marginal effect on the
overall circularity of the city. This is a core sector, and so can

increase circularity in the city not only through the increase in
the volume of employment but also through establishing greater
interdependency between this sector and other (prominent)
sectors in the economy.

For the city of Brussels, important sectors are:
Public Administration (1% rec, 6% bru); and Post and
Telecommunications (1% rec, 6% bru). These results reflect the
well known fact that Brussels is a centre of public administration,
and indicate that these sectors could have a more influential role
to play in the context of Brussels than in Recife.

In Recife, Agriculture (<1% rec, <1% bru) is an interesting
sector to look at, even if the sector currently provides a low
number of local jobs (3k in Recife) it has a high share of
circular jobs, 11% of all local jobs in Agriculture are considered
circular. This share is the highest share in the city of Recife.
Considering Agriculture is an indirectly circular sector, and
considered through the lens of material import dependency, this
high result indicates that much of Agriculture is taking place
nationally. For the city of Recife, there is the opportunity to grow
the volume of jobs, namely circular jobs, which can interact with
the large Agricultural national economy—for example through
establishing strong rural urban links, building local supply chains
and stimulating local businesses which utilise local produce
and/or process local organic waste to return to agricultural land
for nutrients. These activities could potentially even bring about
increased food security for the city of Recife and which An
increase of local jobs in this sector would be a low-hanging fruit
to achieve a higher circularity measure.

The analysis at this level of detail gives us an idea of the current
status of the city and the possible macro-level interventions
that can be implemented at a city level to foment the growth
of specific economic sectors. This analysis can be well aligned
to national level policies and be integrated with other macro-
level analysis. Another advantage of presenting the results at this
level of aggregation is the homogeneity of the results, making
them comparable.

Nonetheless, this level of detail is not enough to think about
more meso-level policy implementations. Tables 6, 7 show the
top-10 number of circular jobs at the lowest available aggregation
level. This level varies from city to city, depending on which
level the input data is available. In this case, the data resolution
of Brussels provides a much lower aggregation level. A direct
comparison between cities at this level of detail is therefore much
more complex.

Table 6 shows the top-10 number of circular jobs for the city
of Recife. The table present at the top-10 almost only service
oriented activities. Nonetheless, on this table, we also see the
construction of buildings making the top-10 ranking.

Table 7 shows the top-10 number of circular jobs for the city
of Brussels. Similar to Recife, we see here almost only service-
oriented sectors. We see many administration jobs, management,
and restaurants.

6. DISCUSSION

The Tables 4–7 illustrate two important findings of this study.
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TABLE 4 | (top-20) Economic sectors for Recife (9.96%) sorted by total number of circular economy jobs aggregated to EORA classification.

Local jobs CJ % %g

EORA Activity

Education, Health and Other Services 236249 23881.67 0.10 0.27

Finacial Intermediation and Business Activities 172738 20139.94 0.12 0.23

Retail Trade 117007 13646.54 0.12 0.16

Transport 59011 4499.51 0.08 0.05

Wholesale Trade 34802 4058.96 0.12 0.05

Hotels and Restraurants 50116 3600.46 0.07 0.04

Construction 52249 3074.82 0.06 0.04

Other Manufacturing 7293 2765.86 0.38 0.03

Maintenance and Repair 20915 2439.32 0.12 0.03

Electricity, Gas and Water 10674 2182.51 0.20 0.02

Food & Beverages 15506 1574.36 0.10 0.02

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Pr... 14339 1322.86 0.09 0.02

Recycling 7450 1045.74 0.14 0.01

Post and Telecommunications 12026 946.27 0.08 0.01

Public Administration 51572 663.83 0.01 0.01

Metal Products 5005 492.73 0.10 0.01

Agriculture 3452 379.98 0.11 0.00

Wood and Paper 2863 318.95 0.11 0.00

Electrical and Machinery 3196 297.79 0.09 0.00

Textiles and Wearing Apparel 1386 127.16 0.09 0.00

TABLE 5 | (top-20) Economic sectors for Brussels (8.51%) sorted by total number of circular economy jobs aggregated to EORA classification.

Local jobs CJ % %g

EORA Activity

Finacial Intermediation and Business Activities 231171 18650.93 0.08 0.31

Education, Health and Other Services 121110 9356.72 0.08 0.16

Retail Trade 59991 5483.15 0.09 0.09

Transport 49246 4093.09 0.08 0.07

Public Administration 32916 3729.99 0.11 0.06

Post and Telecommunications 46350 3334.71 0.07 0.06

Wholesale Trade 35983 3004.54 0.08 0.05

Hotels and Restraurants 35432 2638.07 0.07 0.04

Construction 29332 1985.12 0.07 0.03

Maintenance and Repair 11117 1869.53 0.17 0.03

Electricity, Gas and Water 8030 1810.43 0.23 0.03

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Pr... 10259 825.77 0.08 0.01

Metal Products 8996 710.32 0.08 0.01

Recycling 3695 668.22 0.18 0.01

Food & Beverages 9381 564.81 0.06 0.01

Private Households 5750 433.74 0.08 0.01

Transport Equipment 4088 389.48 0.10 0.01

Re-export & Re-import 2899 304.93 0.11 0.01

Other Manufacturing 1124 236.17 0.21 0.00

Electrical and Machinery 3209 233.04 0.07 0.00
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TABLE 6 | (top-10) Economic sectors for Recife (9.96%) sorted by total number of circular economy jobs.

Activity Local jobs CJ % %g

Hospital care activities 65757 9813.79 0.15 0.11

Combined building support services 36812 4447.13 0.12 0.05

Non-specialized retail trade 31115 3628.95 0.12 0.04

Retail trade of new products not otherwise spec... 24786 2890.79 0.12 0.03

Maintenance of machinery and equip... 2977 2436.19 0.82 0.03

Restaurants and other food and beverage services 31848 2288.04 0.07 0.03

Outpatient care activities performed by doctors... 13242 1976.28 0.15 0.02

Cleaning activities 15572 1881.20 0.12 0.02

Surveillance, private security and cash transpo... 15543 1877.70 0.12 0.02

Retail trade of computer and communication equi... 14397 1679.12 0.12 0.02

TABLE 7 | (top-10) Economic sectors for Brussels (8.51%) sorted by total number of circular economy jobs.

Activity Local jobs CJ % %g

Labour recruitment of personnel (private) 34367 2842.82 0.08 0.05

Temporary employment agency activities 32763 2710.14 0.08 0.04

General public administration activities 18037 2323.40 0.13 0.04

Retail sale in non-specialized stores with food... 26070 2151.54 0.08 0.04

Postal Services Department 23531 2019.71 0.09 0.03

Generation of Renewable Energy 4015 1392.30 0.35 0.02

Mechanical repairs and maintenance of motor veh... 2092 1378.92 0.66 0.02

General cleaning of buildings 16441 1359.99 0.08 0.02

Social Welfare Services 16124 1356.11 0.08 0.02

Business and other management consultancy activ... 15876 1313.25 0.08 0.02

1. This is not a benchmarking tool, or at least not for cities of
completely different profiles.

The results show that the number of local jobs of particular
sectors clearly define the top of the list. The ranking therefore
indicates the type of city. The results also demonstrate that
because the number of local jobs in a specific sector carries
a significant weight in the calculation, it does not make sense
to compare two cities with as different employment profiles as
Recife and Brussels. It may, over time, be possible to develop
city typologies and compare circular economy trajectories within
a group of cities with the same economic sector profiles, and
population demographic.

2. Circular economy at city level cannot be achieved by the
city alone.

Local activities do not happen in a vacuum, but are rather affected
by national level policy and decision-making.

We imagine the CE jobs measure to be a tool for an
informed discussion. We hope that stakeholders, including
national government and private sector, will use this to better
support a city in its aspiration to become more circular.

A third important finding in this study that was inferred from
but not shown in the tables above is the correlation between the
material multipliers (MID coefficients) and absolute number of
local jobs. Except for coefficients close to zero or no values and

outliers, a correlation between MID coefficients and the number
of jobs exists.

Correlation, of course, does not mean causality. This
relationship is a reflection of our current economic system,
where larger economic sectors demand equally large amounts
of resources, and at the same time provide the most jobs.
This makes big multinational companies attractive to cities. A
circular scenario, however, will contradict this relationship and
would presumably promote a “decoupling” of both variables. A
shift in this correlation can therefore be an additional indicator
of circularity.

Petit-Boix and Leipold (2018) suggest on their work to
increase the attention given to Circular Economy toward
social consumption and urban planning. The work presented
in this paper deliver a small contribution toward both
points. By including desegregated information coming from
a labor force survey, we are de facto including all attached
demographic data of individuals to the model. By including
demographic data into the model, we are also able to estimate
consumption patterns at a micro level (outside the scope
of this research). With some more detail data we could,
theoretically, develop spatial models that help the development
of urban planning, by monitoring the transition at a municipal
level. A clear advantage of increasing the spatial detail of
this analysis is that one could develop individual transition
strategies for the specific needs of the municipality, as proposed
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by Bassi et al. (2021) and Heshmati and Rashidghalam
(2021).

6.1. Ongoing and Future Areas of Work
6.1.1. Scenario planning and developing circular

economy plans with cities
As repeatedly mentioned in this paper, we see the CE jobs
measure as a first step. UNEP and Circle Economy, under a
broader consortium that includes ICLEI-Local Governments for
Sustainability (ICLEI) have started to expand the methodology
using UNEP’s Spatial Microsimulation Urban Metabolism
(SMUM) modeling tool (Munõz, 2018). Using a combination
of SMUM and proposed policy actions recommended by the
government, an expanded version of the methodology will be
used to create future scenarios and gain insight to the city’s
circular economy trajectory. The consortium aims to expose
these results through existing digital products servicing city
consultants and policy makers—the Circle City Scan Tool and
the Circular Jobs Monitor14.

The current methodology takes the population and
employment data at an aggregate level and is not able to capture
the effect that policy can have on marginalized groups. With
SMUM, the researcher can identify segments of the population
and policy decisions can be assessed at a more granular level,
particularly on how they would impact specific sectors of the
population. Identifying key sectors and understanding the levers
of a circular economy would then support a local government
in deciding where to concentrate limited resources for strategic,
bottom-up data gathering.

6.1.2. Informality
Along the same lines of trying to capture a just transition to
a more circular economy, UNEP and Circle Economy faced
challenges in including informality in this methodology. With
little to no data available on this topic, measuring the impact
of the circular economy transition on this vulnerable section
of the population becomes difficult. Not having data on the
informal sector thus skews the available data on employment.
The databases used in this analysis do not include any
information related to the informal sector. Thus, jobs in sectors
that would otherwise be contributing to the circular economy
(particularly those referenced as “core sectors”) are not captured
in the analysis.

Employment data used for Recife, for example, is arguably
incomplete because informality in Recife’s labor market was
not taken into account. This includes not only those who are
full-time informal workers but also those who are working
formally but are engaging in informal work on the side (e.g., small
entrepreneurs selling food). The results of the computations are,
therefore, heavily skewed toward sectors that have a low degree
of informality. Especially when analysing employment in the
circular economy, it is imperative to take informal workers into
account, as informality is mostly present in agriculture, waste
management and the lower end of manufacturing (ILO, 2018).

14https://www.circle-economy.com/digital

The researchers are working on several tools to try and include
informality in the equations. We expect that this work can only
provide an indicative figure based on literature, but ultimately the
number of the informal sector in urban areas has to be calibrated
to local definitions of informality and be built around a political
discussion with city officials. We are currently piloting this
expanded work, looking at the inclusion of informality in Bogor,
Indonesia, where the informal sector is estimated to account for
34 percent of the working population.

6.1.3. Data: City typologies, bottom-up data and

supporting global databases
One of the main considerations in this work is the availability of
data, and the issue of data-scarcity that most impacts global south
cities. To “leave no city behind” (see (Acuto and Parnell, 2016)
we need to develop methods that can be applied across the large
range of cities around the globe.

With the aim of implementing this method in both data-
rich and data-scarce cities, this paper used downscaled data
from available national-level datasets. This process has largely
been aided by existing global data management solutions like
EXIOBASE and EORA. There is an intention to continue to
encourage national governments to use and populate these
existing tools.

But even this simplified process requires a minimum set of
city-level data. What would be helpful is that as this exercise is
done in more cities, we would be able to develop city typologies
and thus when even the minimum data needed is not available,
they can be “replaced” by proxy data from similar cities (see
(Creutzig et al., 2015; Rosado et al., 2016).

6.1.4. Skill levels of labor force
Local governments have the ability to accelerate the adoption
of Circular Economy policies at a national level, in the case
of global south cities the intervention of governments for the
adoption of CE concept plays a very important role (Patwa
et al., 2021). A transition toward a Circular Economy cannot
depend on government actions alone, pressure from civil society
and behavioral change from consumers plays also a significant
role in this transition (Marchesi and Tweed, 2021; Patwa et al.,
2021). Future work by this research team aims to integrate skill
levels and occupational characteristics to this analysis in order
to identify gaps in existing local skill structures, acknowledging
the importance of human capital for the transition to a Circular
Economy (Dagilienė et al., 2021).

7. CONCLUSION

This paper successfully demonstrated the effective application
of an environmentally extended Input-Output analysis at a city
level, which combined the two approaches developed by UNEP
and Circle Economy into one CE jobs measure. The process
of getting to this measure provides useful information in the
development of a local circular economy strategy, including:

• The progress a city has made toward the circular economy
using jobs as a proxy indicator.
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• The relationship of the city’s economic sectors and the national
material import dependencies.

• Granular employment data on each economic sector, allowing
the decision-makers to identify low-hanging fruit, and
where they can most impact circular economy at city and
national level.

• A circular economy job measure, which connects local
and national circularity and serves as a baseline to track
improvement in the city’s economic transition.

The presented methodology on this paper proposed the use of
a national level multi-regional environmentally extended input
output table (MRIO) and an extract of the labor force survey,
describing local employment, for the construction of a city-level
circularity measure. This measure is computed by combining
both datasets and quantifies as the number of local circular jobs
on the city. This is achieved by classifying all economic sector
by its circular activity and using material import dependencies to
identify the resource dependency of individual economic sectors.
The main advantage of this approach is that both required
datasets are available in most cities around the globe, this is
important for us to include cities with a low data infrastructure.

The obtained results from this approach represent the
circularity of a city by quantifying the total number of existing
local circular jobs. In the case of Brussels, 8.51% of all
existing local jobs are considered circular, while in Recife
9.96% of all local jobs are considered circular. This measure
indicates, on the one hand, how circular a city economy is,
and on the other hand, shows the potential that a city has
for the creation of new local circular jobs. While the circular
measure, as stated before, should not be used to compare
cities, the ranking of economic sectors can serve cities to
identify key economic sectors to accelerate the transition to a
circular economy.

Possible transition paths to a circular economy are city-
specific, and therefor the presented method does not aim to
find generic solutions, but aims to empower cities to develop
their own strategies by understanding their underlying economic
system. The decision to place local jobs at the center of the
discussion allows it to focus this discussion on the residents from
those cities, making it easier for cities to understand possible
transition pathways and ensure a just transition for everyone.

Like many other existing pieces of work on indicators
and circular economy, the circular economy jobs methodology
contributes to the development of a shared understanding of
circularity. It however takes an extra step by focusing on jobs and
making the human aspect of the circular economy more visible.

Focusing on employment allows cities to plan for reskilling
and upskilling. The focus on the number of jobs and those
“unemployed” also forces decision-makers to acknowledge who
is most affected by a circular economy transition.

Because of its potential as an indicator for a just circular
economy transition, themethodology presented in this paper also
contributes to international agreements such as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban Agenda. The
methodology provides a way to quantify country gains on SDG 12
Sustainable Consumption and Production, thus helping overall
reporting on the SDGs. It can also add to the narrative of
SDG 8 on decent work and economic growth, and SDG 11
building sustainable cities and communities. At the same time,
it would also help city leaders in fulfilling the goals of the three
transformative commitments of the New Urban Agenda.

While the focus of this paper, the circular economy jobs
measure, is narrow, we believe there are opportunities to expand
and develop further. There are opportunities to better understand
the role of informality, there are ways to create typologies to ease
data scarcity issues, and we can work with cities to understand
how policy interventions can be used to improve their CE
jobs measure.

A lot can be quantified, but we also recognize that much of
what will happen next would be a conversation. One that will
hopefully lead to political decisions that are as good for the planet
as they are for the economy.
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8. ANNEX

8.1. Annex I - Mapping Sectors to the 7 Key
Elements
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xfbt_
0e8OamCPAicocmiLmw0VW4Nux8DoEy7SKAVLCw

8.2. Annex III - Source Code of
Computation Module
https://gitlab.com/UNEnvironmentEconomy/ce_employment
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